This list contains courses approved in 2010; this list will be updated as programs are approved. In addition to these Board approved programs; programs accredited through the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) or the Michigan State Medical Society (MSMS) are automatically approved.

439100001 ANDERSEN EYE ASSOCIATES - Grand Rounds held March 17, 2010 in Saginaw MI for 1 hour. (ph 989.249.1030)

439100002 ANDERSEN EYE ASSOCIATES - Grand Rounds held June 16, 2010 in Saginaw MI for 1 hour. (ph 989.249.1030)

439100003 BORGESS MED CTR / BRONSON METHODIST HSP / SPARROW HEALTH SYSTEM / SPECTRUM HEALTH / MSU - KZOO CTR FOR MEDICAL STUDIES - Michigan Trauma Symposium: Excellence in Trauma Care held April 29, 2010 in Kalamazoo MI for 6.5 hours. (ph 269.341.7695)

439100004 ANDERSEN EYE ASSOCIATES - Grand Rounds held Sept 15, 2010 in Freeland MI for 2 hours with one hour in pain mgt. (ph 989.249.1030)

439100005 MICHIGAN SOCIETY FOR PARENTERAL & ENTERAL NUTRITION (MSPEN) - Current Issues in Nutrition Support: Applying Principles to Practice held October 14, 2010 in Livonia MI for 5 hours. (ph 734.647.4568)

439100006 HAYES GREEN BEACH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - Depression & Suicide Prevention Seminar held January 15, 2011 in Charlotte MI for 3.75 hours.